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with the gura gura no mi under his possession, he used it as a weapon to drop the whole island to
the sea. while blackbeard and teach were busy fighting, crocodile tried to help boa hancock fight
law, but was stopped by hancock. marineford was now bound in ice, and its occupants looked out of
the ice for the pirates. the bear crushers took the opportunity to flee from the villains, and entered
the underground tunnel. [9] sengoku's clam diggers, his submarine-like robots, jumped into the
ocean and captured a young bear swordsman and his crew, while his mother-ship also prepared for
battle. [10] admiral akainu and sanji, who had arrived at the attack with shanks, boarded the
crimson sabers and faced shizune and her crew, in his attempt to protect oars jr. and the prisoners.
the bear crushers successfully destroyed the alcornite guns. however, sanji, who had tried to prevent
shiryo and shiryuken's execution, was shot by shiryo, who had grabbed his arm as he tried to save
shiryo. the bear crushers then prepared to intercept the smaller crimson sabers, in which garp and a
group of pirates attempted to escape. sanji -who had used his cannon to successfully destroy the
ship- ran to the battle, and used his gatling cannon to blow up the sailing ship as shiryuken and the
bear crushers were about to arrive. as the bear crushers struggled to successfully fight off the
whitebeard pirates, the whitebeard pirates attacked the bear crushers as well. they also planned to
make luffy and the bear crushers give up the prisoners that were being held by shiryuken's crew. the
bear crushers then began to destroy the whitebeard pirates, while aokiji continued his fight with the
bear crushers. sengoku was also furious with the pirates for trying to fight when shiryuken was being
prepared to execute a prisoner, and called on tiamat to destroy the bear crushers.
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